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What I wanted to know

• What defines the pedagogy of IS teachers?
• How do IS teacher’s define their conception of 

IP?
• How does IP manifest in the pedagogical 

practices of the school? Intentionally or 
unintentionally…
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School context
• Very strong policy context (State)
• Emphasis on compliance and 

performance (Benchmarking, 
Standardised tests, school ranking)

• Narrow vision of education promoted 
by performative demands

• Success based on benchmarks
• Impact of an ‘audit’ culture 
• Dominant narrative of competition 

with other IS
• Aspiration – as an ‘Islamic Grammar’ 

school

• Pressure of parents
• The ‘Islamic’ has not been defined 

anywhere in the school
• Perform and conform culture means 

curriculum, assessment and 
pedagogy is narrowed

• Islamic is rendered in the main as 
part of the hidden curriculum

• Islamic perspectives the domain of IS 
teachers



Observations

I found that manifestations of IP ranged from 
absent, superficial, sporadic and in a few stand 

out cases – innovative and nuanced.



Analysis 
Islamic Pedagogy – Principles of IP

• Conviction of primal purpose and 
trust

• Primacy of knowledge and 
seeking it

• Learning environment is sacred, 
disciplined, caring, and functional

• Responsibility to act upon one 
learns and teachers

• Religious responsibility for self-
assessment and accountability 

CRP Archive

• High intellectual challenge
• Strong connection to students’ 

lifeworlds
• Student performing their learning 

for more than the teacher
• Cultural, religious, spiritual 

knowledges viewed as assets for 
teaching and learning and can be 
found across the curriculum



What defines the 
pedagogy of teachers in 

this school?



Defining the pedagogy of teachers

• No whole-school framework 
• “Nothing documented” 
• Absence of a metalanguage or common language for pedagogy
• Islamic pedagogy was an unfamiliar term/concept
• One educator listed the State pedagogical framework
• Curriculum/content driven 
• Enquiry shut down



Curriculum
• Curriculum prescriptive – conforming  
• Focus (pressure) was on delivering or “covering content” – strong 

accountability
• Teaching and learning is for the test 
• Co-design or co-construction of curriculum absent
• Curriculum design typically done for classroom educators by 

coordinators
• Curriculum design done – away from the learners
• Curriculum integration or integration across KLAs/Subjects discouraged



Assessment

• From K – 12 – the emphasis is on summative assessment (‘of’ learning)
• Formative assessment absent (‘As’ or ‘for’ learning)
• From K – 12 – the only assessment type is examination – in order to 

prepare for the standardised tests – narrow forms of assessment
• Minimal enquiry and reflection within assessment
• Assessment decontextualized - not strongly connected to students 

lifeworlds
• Islamic perspectives or ways of knowing explicitly removed from the 

assessment (‘official’ knowledge/’unofficial’ knowledge



Professional Learning/Development

• Heavily mediated by teacher evaluation 
• Framework absent - reflective practitioners in an Islamic school
• No access or exposure to a framework or principles for pedagogy 

for an Islamic school or pedagogy rooted in the Islamic tradition
• Performance culture



Critical questions…

• Does this sound familiar?

• Are these challenges ones that have been met in your 
school? 

• Do any of these challenges remain unmet in your 
school? 



Critical questions…

• What will this mean?

• How could we address this?

• What implications for renewal does research of this 
kind offer?



Jazaka’Allah
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